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Abstract
There are three famous criteria for the prediction on the direction of crack extension: maximum energy
release rate criterion, local symmetric criterion and maximum stress criterion. It has already been proved that
these criteria are di2erent. In this paper, we show how to measure the di2erence between maximum energy
release rate criterion and maximum stress criterion. The results in this paper and special solutions in Amestoy
and Leblond (Internat. J. Solids Struct. 29 (1992) 465) indicate that it is enough to use the maximum stress
criterion for the numerical prediction of crack path, if the stress intensity factor of the shearing mode is not
too big.
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To simplify the situation, we study the prediction of the simple elastic plate with straight crack
de:ned on ,  = \,  = {(x1; x2); −b¡x1¡b; −b¡x2¡b},  = {(x1; x2); −a6 x16 a;
x2 = 0} (ab). The side D = {(−b; x2); −b¡x2¡b} is :xed. The force g = (g1; g2)∈L2(N )2
is given on N = 9 − D. Also body force f ∈L2()2 is in . We use the notation Hs(O) for
Sobolev space of order s de:ned on a domain O with the norm ‖ · ‖s;O and H 0(O) = L2(O). The
symbol “:=” means the left-hand side is de:ned by the right-hand side. The restriction of a function
’ on a set S is denoted by ’|S .
We now consider the virtual crack extension (see Fig. 1) where
(t):= ∪ (t); 0:=(−a; 0); :=(a; 0); (t):=(a+ t cos ; t sin );
(t):={(x1; x2); x1 = a+ s cos ; x2 = s sin ; 06 s6 t}; −¡¡:
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Fig. 1. L-shape crack extension and local polar coordinate system.
The question is the following: Find the angle ∗ which is close to the real one? The answer to this
question is very important in numerical calculation of fracture phenomena because the simulation of
the crack extension has been approximated by polygonal lines, and these polygonal lines are created
in a step-by-step manner as follows: (1) Find the direction. (2) Extend the crack with suitable
length in this direction and back to (1). Quasi-static (stable) crack extension paths are obtained
numerically as described here. However, there are many criteria in :nding the direction based on
di2erent theoretical results. Unfortunately, we cannot select the true criterion by experiment because
it is very diJcult to measure the exact angle. The di2erence among criteria is discussed here in
this very simple case, but we can derive similar results for a very general situation including the
three-dimensional case.
For the virtual crack extension in the -direction, let u(t) = (ui (t)), ”
(t) = (ij(t)) and 
(t) =
(ij(t)) denote the displacement vector, the strain tensor and the stress tensor, respectively, that is,
ij(t) = ij(u
(t)) := (ui; j(t) + u

j; i(t))=2; u

i; j(t) = 9ui (t)=9xj;
ij(t) = ij(u
(t)) := cijklkl(u(t));
where Hooke’s tensor cijkl (i; j; k; l= 1; 2) is in C2 class in R2 and ui (t) are the components of the
displacement u(t). For each load L= (f ; g)∈L2()2 × L2(N )2, the displacement u(t) is obtained
as the element of V ((t)), (t) = \(t), minimizing the potential energy functional
E(C;L; (t)) =
∫
(t)
{w(x; C)− f · C} dx −
∫
N
g · C d‘ (1)
over C∈V ((t)). Here w(x; C) = cijkl(x)ij(C)kl(C)=2,
V ((t)) = {C∈H 1((t))2; C= 0 on D}:
To measure crack extension force, we now introduce the two-dimensional version of the GJ -integral
proposed in [4] originally constructed for three-dimensional fracture. For each solution u(t) = u(t),
the GJ -integral is de:ned as a functional depending on the domain D and a vector :eld X ∈C2(R2)2
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as follows:
JD(u(t);X) :=PD(u(t);X) + RD(u(t);X);
PD(u(t);X) :=
∫
9(D∩(t))
{w(t)(X · n)− ij(u(t))nj(X · ∇ui(t))} d‘;
RD(u(t);X):=
∫
D∩(t)
{ij(u(t))9jXk9kui(t)− f (X · ∇u(t))
− X · ∇xw(t)− w(t) divX} dx: (2)
Here w(t)=w(x; u(t)), n=(n1; n2) the outward unit normal on 9(D∩(t)) and d‘ the line element
of 9(!∩(t))). The integral RD(u;X) is well de:ned for all weak solutions u(t), but PD(u(t);X)
needs the regularity of u(t). We notice that PD(u(t);X) contains no integral over D ∩(t), if X |D
is a tangent to (t).
Let !(t) be a disk of radius t=2 with origin (t). Then the following expansion by the local polar
coordinate (rt ; .t) is proved in the isotropic case (see references in [5]),
ui (x; t) =
2∑
l=1
Kl;((t))
20
√
rt
2
SCi; l(.t) + u

i;R(x; t) on !(t); (3)
where SCi; l ∈C∞((−; )), rt = |x − (t)|; .t =± express the plus=minus side of (t) (see Fig. 1)
and ui;R(t)∈H 2(!(t) ∩ (t)). K1; ((t)) is called stress intensity factor of opening mode at (t)
and K2; ((t)) shearing mode. The most important parameter in fracture mechanics is the energy
release rate
G(L;(t)):=lim
t↓0
E(u(t);L; (t))− E(u(t + t);L; (t+t))
|(t + t)− (t)| ; (4)
where |(t+ t)−(t)| denotes the length of (t+ t)−(t). The energy release rate at t ¿ 0
in our case is expressed as (see [3])
G(L;(t)) = J!(t)(u(t); cos e1 + sin e2) =
1
E
(K1; ((t))2 + K2; ((t))2); (5)
because the crack extension t → (t+t); t ¿− t=2 of (t) is smooth. When the crack extension
t → (t) is not smooth, we can get the expression of the energy release rate at t = 0 by the mean
value theorem,
G(L;(+0)) =
1
E
(K21;  + K
2
2; ) with Kl; = lim
t↓0
Kl;((t)): (6)
Three famous criteria are de:ned as follows: maximum energy release rate criterion is to :nd the
maximum value of  → G(L;(·)) on −¡¡. Local symmetry criterion is to :nd the angle
# that satis:es the condition K2; # ((+0)) = 0. Maximum stress criterion is to :nd ∗∗ such that
∗∗ =max
.
. and r∗∗ = 0; (7)
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Fig. 2. Kinked crack (t) and the straight crack (t).
where
.(C) = 11(C) sin2 .+ 22(C) cos2 .− 12(C) sin 2.;
r.(C) = (22(C)− 11(C)) sin . cos .+ 12(C) cos 2.:
Here .=.(u), and r.=r.(u) with u=u(0)|=0. The displacement u at the initial crack (t=0) is
expressed by (3) near  with t=0, r0=r=|x−|, .0=.. Let us denote by Kl; l=1; 2 the stress intensity
factors at t =0. Here .=± expresses the upper=lower side of x1-axis on ∩!= {x; |x− |¡}
for a suitable number ¿ 0. There are a lot of works to obtain the relationship between Kl and
Kl;; l= 1; 2 by conformal mapping technique (see [2,6,1] for details).
Let us introduce the symbols
K˜1; :=lim
r→0(2r)
−1=2.(u)|.=; K˜2; :=lim
r→0(2r)
−1=2r.(u)|.=; (8)
which is expressed as follows:
K˜ l; = F˜ l1()K1 + F˜ l2()K2; l= 1; 2;
F˜11(.) := 34 cos(.=2) +
1
4 cos(3.=2); F˜12(.) := − 34 sin(.=2)− 34 sin(3.=2);
F˜21(.) := 14 sin(.=2) +
1
4 sin(3.=2); F˜22(.) :=
1
4 cos(.=2) +
3
4 cos(3.=2): (9)
From the de:nition of K˜ l;, the maximum stress criterion is equivalent to :nding ∗∗ which takes a
maximum of K˜1;  and K˜2; ∗∗ = 0. Moreover (d=d)(K˜1; 2 + K˜2; 2) = 2K˜1; (d=d)K˜1;  + 2K˜2; (d=d)
K˜2;  = 0 if  = ∗∗. This means that the three criteria are equivalent from (6) if K˜ l; = Kl;. So
Kl;− K˜ l; expresses the di2erence of the criteria. A check of the di2erence Kl;− K˜ l; will be done
by introducing the straight crack (t) as shown in Fig. 2 with the same crack tips 0; (t),
(t):={(x; y); y = (x + a)4; −a6 x6 a+ t cos }; 4= t sin 2a+ t cos 
and the displacement vector u(t) is obtained by the variational method with undeformed state
(t) = \(t). By using the local polar coordinate system in (3), we now de:ne K˜ l;((t)) by
K˜1; ((t)):=lim
rt→0
.t (u(t))√
2rt
∣∣∣∣
.t=0
; K˜2; ((t)):=lim
rt→0
rt.t (u(t))√
2rt
∣∣∣∣
.t=0
:
From the de:nitions, we have K˜ l;((t)) → K˜ l;; l = 1; 2 as t → 0. The di2erence Kl;((t)) −
K˜ l;((t)) is given by the e2ect of the stress concentration at . Since the stress concentration
at  decreases as  → 0, K˜ l; and Kl; will be close to each other near  = 0. The di2erence
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K˜ l;((t)) − Kl;((t)) is estimated by u; t − ut in \V (; t) where V (; t) stands for the triangle
connecting the points 0; ; (t).
In the situation given in [1], Kl; − K˜ l; = O(2); l = 1; 2. In such a case, we can estimate the
di2erence of the criteria with respect to K2=K1 exactly (see [5] for details). In the general case, the
mathematical exact estimation is open.
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